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In addition to high levels of catalytic activity and target product selectivity, promising heterogeneous catalysts must also possess sufficient levels stability for scale up, i.e. intensification, and industrialisation to be realised. However, this third – often determining – keystone is often overlooked, particularly in the academic literature. This tutorial review therefore covers several elements related to the study of heterogeneous catalyst stability during liquid phase operation, an increasingly important area of heterogeneous catalysis. Particular emphasis is placed upon how stability data can be obtained, how the various forms of catalyst deactivation can be experimentally identified, and attention is drawn to emerging methods by which such events can be overcome or minimised. Drawing on some of our teams recent research, particular emphasis is placed on the stability studies of Lewis acidic silicates, state-of-the-art catalysts for a range of emerging liquid-solid catalytic processes. Factors related to heterogeneous nanoparticle catalysts are also covered. The purpose of this review is to draw attention to the issue of solid catalyst stability during liquid phase operation, and provide researchers with the information required to begin kinetic and spectroscopic studies of this determining catalytic event.

1. Introduction

Given the decreasing availability of traditional feedstock, issues associated with climate change, in addition to ever-increasing population growth, it is evident that the chemical industry needs to continue to increase its sustainability.1,2 Accordingly, energy consumption needs to be reduced; fossil fuel utilization should be minimised; production routes for chemicals and energy should be re-optimised, in light of decreasing feedstock availability; and the amount of waste co-produced should be decreased substantially. Given their ubiquity in all chemical processes, catalysts are able to influence each of these issues. Accordingly, the development of new catalysts, the improvement of existing catalysts, and the exploitation of catalysts on a greater scale, are tremendously important topics in modern research.

In heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst is present as a solid phase, and reactants are present as gases or liquids. Such solid catalysts are widely employed at all levels of the chemical value chain, although they are especially employed in the bulk chemical industry.3,4 Traditionally, solid materials have been employed as heterogeneous catalysts for gas-solid (GS) reactions. This is largely due to the high volatility and thermal stability of crude oil, which continues to represent the major source of fuels and chemicals in the petrochemical industry. However, with increasing attention being focused on the sustainability of the chemical industry, coupled with the need for raw material exchange i.e. the utilisation of renewable feedstock, there is an emergence of heterogeneous catalytic processes operating in a liquid-solid (LS), or gas-liquid-solid (GLS) regime.5-7 The development of such LS/GLS processes is co-driven by sustainability factors and necessity; by operating in the liquid phase, reaction temperatures and conditions can typically be milder than required for analogous GS catalytic processes; and emerging renewable feedstock are typically highly functionalised, oxygenated molecules derived from lignocellulosic biomass, and do not possess sufficient volatility nor thermal stability to be upgraded by conventional vapour/gas phase processes.8,9 Moreover, such feedstock are typically produced via hydrolysis, and are therefore obtained as dilute aqueous/liquid streams.10-15

Figure 1. Properties a successful heterogeneous catalyst must possess.

The development of any new, successful catalytic processes is dependent upon sufficient performance in several key areas. Indeed, several particular performance indicators dictate the overall performance of a heterogeneous catalyst for a given chemical transformation, as outlined in Figure 1.
A major performance indicator for a heterogeneous catalyst is evidently catalytic activity, that is to say the amount of product produced per unit time and per unit of catalyst. Typically, the catalytic activity of various materials is evaluated on the basis of the amount of substrate converted in a given unit time under a defined set of reaction conditions (Equation 1). Although such an evaluation allows one to quickly discriminate between active and less-active catalyst candidates, it should be noted that such a comparison is by definition arbitrary, and depends on the concentration of both the substrate and the catalyst. Indeed, by operating with highly diluted feeds and high masses of catalyst, extremely high values of conversion can be obtained even without a catalyst being particularly active or attractive from a commercial perspective. In addition to not providing a robust assessment of the potential of a catalytic material, such an approach can also lead to transport limitations (see 2.1). For these reasons, catalyst activity is more importantly measured by the metrics of space-time-yield (STY, Equation 2) and catalyst productivity (Equation 3), which represent the overall productivity of the reactor and the catalyst, respectively.\(^1\) Occasionally, STY and catalyst productivity can be combined into one measurable value for the overall system productivity (\(\Phi\), Equation 4).

Important molecular information of the performance of particular heterogeneous catalysts can also be obtained by measuring the intrinsic performance of a catalytic material. Such a measurable, best classified in terms of turnover frequency (TOF), relates to the performance of the material based on the number of active sites per gram of material (Equation 5). Typically, the total metal loading is used to determine the TOF, particularly as determining the ‘true’ number of active sites per catalyst charge is a formidable challenge. Comparable information can also be obtained through detailed rate analysis (not written for brevity). However, it is important to add that intrinsic activity i.e. TOF, and any measurements of kinetic rate, should only be determined at the initial stages of the kinetic profile, where product-induced deactivation does not contribute to the observed kinetics.

\[
\text{Conversion} = X(t) = \left(\frac{[R]_0 - [R]_t}{[R]_0}\right) \times 100 \, \% \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{STY} = \text{gram}_{\text{product}} \cdot \text{cm}^{-3} (\text{reactor volume}) \cdot \text{hour}^{-1} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Catalyst productivity} = \frac{\text{gram}_{\text{product}}}{\text{kg}^{-1} (\text{catalyst})} \cdot \text{hour}^{-1} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\Phi = \frac{\text{gram}_{\text{product}}}{\text{kg}^{-1} (\text{catalyst})} \cdot \text{cm}^{-3} (\text{reactor volume}) \cdot \text{hour}^{-1} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\text{TOF} = \frac{\text{mole}_{\text{converted}}}{\text{mole}^{-1} (\text{active site})} \cdot \text{hour}^{-1} \tag{5}
\]

Although catalyst activity is widely thought to be the most important performance indicator, it is rarely the defining property of an industrialised heterogeneous catalyst. Indeed, since downstream separation often represents a bigger financial and energetic cost than that of the main catalytic reaction itself, obtaining maximum selectivity to the target product (Equation 6), even at the expense of lower substrate conversion, is often more critical.\(^16\) In fact, several industrial catalytic processes operate at sub-maximal values of conversion in order to maintain sufficient selectivity, with increased conversions being obtained through reactant recycle loops. Obtaining high target product selectivity is even more critical when the feedstock costs are high, as is typically the case for emerging, non-crude oil-based substrates.\(^16,17\) It should be stressed, however, that product selectivity can vary substantially along the reaction coordinate. Consequently, selectivity should always be measured as a function of the reactant conversion. This is particularly important when consecutive or intermediate reactions may be present. Thus, comparing selectivity at different levels of conversion should always be avoided as it can lead to improper conclusions being made, and the selectivity obtained over different catalysts should always be compared at the same level of conversion.

\[
\text{Selectivity} = S(A) = \frac{\frac{[P]_{(A)}}{[P]_{(total)}} \times 100}{100} \times 100 \% \tag{6}
\]

In addition to possessing high levels of catalytic activity and excellent levels of target product selectivity, promising heterogeneous catalysts also need to demonstrate excellent levels of stability. In fact, the economic potential and sustainability of any possible catalytic process intimately depends on the ability of the catalyst to be reused (in the case of a batch system) or continuously used (in the case of a flow system) without loss in activity or overall performance over a substantial period of time. Although critical to the commercial prospects of a heterogeneous catalytic system, this performance indicator is often overlooked, especially in the academic literature. Particularly with the establishment of new liquid phase catalytic processes operating under non-conventional conditions (Vide Supra),\(^18,19\) the stability of heterogeneous catalysts for emerging types of chemical processes is far from understood, and consequently requires a great deal of focused study.\(^20\) Indeed, the presence of a caustic/acidic solvent, and the generation of hydrothermal conditions, can easily lead to destruction a heterogeneous catalytic material by mechanisms not prevalent during GS operation.\(^21\)

The stability of a heterogeneous catalyst is typically evaluated in terms of the total number of turnovers obtained by a particular quantity of catalyst (expressed in terms of TON, Equation 7), or in terms of total catalyst productivity (Equation 8). Neither factor contains a “time” term. Accordingly, even poorly active catalysts can be of industrial relevance provided that they are sufficiently stable that over their period of operation a suitable number of turnovers can be obtained, although higher activity is of course always desirable.

\[
\text{TON} = \frac{\text{mole}_{\text{converted}}}{\text{mole}^{-1} (\text{active site})} \tag{7}
\]

\[
\text{Total catalyst productivity} = \frac{\text{gram}_{\text{product}}}{\text{kg}^{-1} (\text{catalyst})} \tag{8}
\]
In addition to activity, selectivity and stability – which represent the key performance targets for a potential heterogeneous catalyst – one must also consider the overall sustainability of the catalytic process in terms of its economics and scalability. One such consideration, which is the cost of the heterogeneous catalyst, is often discussed but is rarely the major bottleneck. Indeed, provided a heterogeneous catalyst is sufficiently stable, and that its active components can be recycled after its period of operation, then the cost of the catalyst elements can be considered a capital investment, and processing costs alone need be considered. That is not to say, however, that expensive elements can necessarily be used. Care must be taken to match the availability of the catalytic element to the scales required on a process level, and in the case of liquid phase heterogeneous catalysis, even small amounts of leaching (see 3.5) can result in a loss of expensive catalytic elements, and a significant increase in production costs.\textsuperscript{22} Once more, the stability of a heterogeneous catalyst in terms of its ability to perform for a sufficient period of time becomes the critical factor.

### 2. Determining catalyst stability

In order to rigorously assess the stability of any particular heterogeneous catalyst, a large number of accurate kinetic experiments need to be performed. In this section, we discuss the various experiments that should be undertaken during these studies, and outline the main considerations that should be addressed when exploring the stability of heterogeneous catalysts during liquid phase operation. Drawing on our recent studies of Lewis acidic silicates, the methods measurements described herein can be applied to almost any heterogeneous catalytic material performing liquid phase catalytic chemistry.

#### 2.1 Determining catalyst stability in batch reactors

Most studies focusing on the stability of heterogeneous catalysts for LS operation typically perform recyclability tests. In such experiments, the catalyst is filtered out of the reaction solution after one batch reaction, and is then re-evaluated in a second catalytic reaction containing a fresh amount of reaction solution. Comparison of the maximal conversion obtained in each cycle is then used to assess the re-usability of the catalyst. According to this method, preliminary information on the stability of a promising heterogeneous catalyst can be obtained. For example, several research groups, including ours, have demonstrated that the Lewis acidic silicate, zeolite Sn-\(\beta\), exhibits high levels of stability during batch operation. Examples include its stability during the conversion of sucrose to methyl lactate, the isomerisation of various sugars, the Meerwein-Pondorf-Verley transfer hydrogenation of carbonyl compounds, and the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of various ketones.\textsuperscript{23-25} In each case, little or no loss in maximal conversion was observed in each of these reports even after < 6 successive catalytic experiments (Figure 2).

Although useful as a first piece of information, several issues limit the suitability of these studies for probing catalyst stability. Firstly, comparing catalytic activity at high (often maximal) conversion does not allow the intrinsic kinetic behaviour of the catalyst during each cycle to be compared. Thus, changes in kinetic behaviour can be missed. An illustrative time online profile of three successive catalytic cycles is provided in Figure 3. In this case, comparing the maximal conversion obtained after 4 h during each cycle would give the incorrect impression that the activity of the catalyst is stable, when the initial rates (at 0.5 h) are very different. Secondly, given that batch experiments are typically performed with low substrate/metal ratios, recyclability testing often only results in a low number of total turnovers being observed. For example, during the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation (BVO) of cyclohexanone with \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), three successive catalytic experiments over Sn-\(\beta\) zeolite resulted in less than 350 turnovers, far below the typical number required for intensification-based studies.\textsuperscript{26} Another major limitation of recyclability studies is that periodic regeneration of the catalyst by washing and/or re-calcination, as is typically performed, does not mimic true operation. Indeed, performing such re-activation protocols between successive catalytic cycles can easily mask deactivation effects that occur during each individual batch run.

This is not to say that recyclability studies are not informative, however. In fact, provided certain control experiments are performed, they can provide a rapid, preliminary assessment of catalyst stability. For recyclability studies to be fully relevant, therefore, several factors must be remembered. Firstly, the activity of a catalyst, particularly in terms of recyclability, should always be evaluated through full kinetic analysis, i.e. time online analysis should always be performed (Figure 3). This allows one to compare both maximal activity in terms of conversion, and also intrinsic activity in terms of TOF. This ensures potential changes to a particular active site ensemble can be readily identified even without extended time on stream catalytic testing (see 2.2).

![Figure 2. Recyclability studies of Sn-\(\beta\), Ti- and Zr-\(\beta\) during the catalytic formation of methyl lactate from sucrose. Figure reproduced with permission from reference 23.](image-url)
Secondly, it must be remembered that intrinsic kinetic data can only be obtained from the kinetic regime of the system, i.e. control experiments to ensure the absence of transport limitations should always be performed. The simplest way of determining this is to perform a series of catalytic experiments in the presence of different masses of catalysts; in the kinetic regime, increasing the mass of catalyst should lead to a corresponding increase in the rate of reaction. If no increase is observed, then the amount of catalyst should be lowered until a linear relationship between catalyst concentration and rate is observed. Only under these conditions can true kinetic information be observed, and true comparison of catalytic performance as a function of reuse cycle be made.

Thirdly, even small amounts of leached metal species can easily show high levels of activity for a particular catalytic transformation. Indeed, even trace i.e. ppb, levels of leached metal ions from a heterogeneous catalyst can be responsible for high levels of catalytic performance. As such, it is important to rule out that successful repeated performance is not solely due to a small part of the active site of the heterogeneous catalyst leaching into solution and catalysing the reaction during successive cycles.

Accordingly, recyclability studies must always be accompanied by hot filtration experiments (Figure 4). In this two-step experiment, a typical catalytic experiment with time online analysis is first performed. Subsequently, a second amount of fresh catalyst is screened for catalytic activity. In this second test, however, the catalyst is filtered out of the reaction solution after a given period of time, and the remaining supernatant solution is allowed to continue reacting in the absence of the solid catalyst under otherwise-identical conditions. If the solid catalyst alone is responsible for activity, then the reaction should be terminated by removal of the solid catalysts, as was observed during our studies of Sn-β catalysed BVO (Figure 4). In contrast, should leached species be responsible for catalytic activity then the kinetic profile will continue to show an increase in conversion even after removal of the catalyst. Comparison of the extended time online profile of both reactions thus allows one to discriminate the extent that leached species play a role in catalysis. It should be noted, however, that a negative hot filtration experiment alone does not mean leaching has not occurred, it simply means that any potential leached species are not active homogeneous catalysts for the reaction.

Finally, it should be stressed that recyclability studies should be performed both with, and without, intermediate re-activation procedures between successive cycles. This is to understand how potential deactivation processes may occur during the recyclability series over a limited number of turnovers. Such reactivation procedures include washing the sample with a solvent, treating the sample with an appropriate wash solution, and heat treatments.

2.2 Determining stability in continuous reactors. A more rigorous method of probing catalyst stability is to perform the catalytic experiments in a continuous manner. Continuous Plug Flow Reactors (PFR, Figure 5) provide several major advantages compared to batch reactors, including i) improved process- and safety-control, ii) higher levels of mass- and heat-transfer, iii) faster rates of reaction, iv) minimised reactor volumes, iv) higher levels of scalability and v) improved space-time-yields. More critically, continuous PFRs also permit steady-state operation and rigorous assessment of catalyst stability. In steady state operation, the concentration at any point along the reactor axis is invariant with time. As such, a continuous flow of reactant solution is fed over a given mass of catalytic material, and performance is monitored as a function of time on stream. In this case, the contact time (the amount of time the reactant solution is in contact with the catalyst) and its reciprocal, Liquid Hourly Space Velocity (LHSV, the fraction of feed exposed to a given quantity of catalyst per unit time) are fixed based on the volume of the catalyst bed and the flow rate of the reactant solution (Equations 9-10). Both contact time and LHSV are important measures for comparing the performance of catalytic materials, i.e. obtaining a comparable conversion at a shorter contact time or larger LHSV confirms that a catalyst is more active. Hence, the reactant conversion obtained over a catalyst in a continuous reactor should always be reported as a function of contact time or LHSV.

Contact time (min) = $\tau = \frac{volume(catalyst\ bed, \ mL)}{flow\ rate\ (mL\ min^{-1})}$  

Figure 3. Illustration of the poor conclusions that can be obtained via recyclability studies performed at maximal levels of conversion.

Figure 4. Kinetic example of hot filtration experiment that shows leaching is not responsible for the kinetic performance of a material. Figure reproduced with permission from reference 25.
By performing catalytic measurements under steady state conditions, catalyst deactivation can be probed more accurately and over a larger range of TON than during recyclability measurements. Moreover, potential deactivation processes are not masked by periodic regeneration, and leached metal species – which can lead to homogeneous background activity in batch vessels, see 2.1 – are washed out of the catalyst bed, and do not contribute to the on-going catalytic reaction. Moreover, the mode of operation is more comparable to that observed in an industrial catalytic reactor, and the activity and stability data can also be scaled more appropriately. When combined with spectroscopic methodologies that allow the physico-chemico properties of the material pre- and post-reaction to be characterised (see section 3), it is a particularly powerful and accurate method of rigorously assessing catalyst stability.

Although full discussion over the type and classification of steady state catalytic reactors is beyond the scope of this review, a schematic of a PFR operating in LS mode, suitable for the study of heterogeneous catalysts during liquid phase catalysis is provided (Figure 5). Additionally, some experimental guidelines for obtaining kinetic data from such reactors are provided.

For true plug flow conditions to be observed in a LS reactor, the reactor diameter should be at least 10 times larger than the catalyst particle diameter. Additionally, the catalyst bed should be at least several hundred particle diameters long. In the case of Lewis acidic silicates catalysing liquid phase processes, reactors with an internal diameter (I.D.) between 1.5-6.3 mm, and several 10’s or 100’s of mm of length, are typically employed, depending on the minimum charge of catalyst required to avoid interphase limitations (Vide Infra). Given their small particle sizes (typically ≤ 1 μm), the flow of the reactant feed through the packed catalyst bed comprising a Lewis acidic silicate may result in excessive pressure drops. To minimise this, and potential back mixing, one may choose to shape the catalyst particles, or dilute the catalyst powder with an inert substance. In our studies, quartz or SiC are employed.

Pressure in the reactor can be maintained by means of a backpressure regulator, and an HPLC or piston pump allows reactant delivery. Heating of the reactor column can be achieved through use of an appropriate furnace, or alternatively through immersion in a thermostatted oil bath.

![Figure 5. Schematic of a LS PFR for the continuous evaluation of catalytic activity.](image)

Prior to extended time on stream measurements, it is important to perform several control experiments to rigorously assess the kinetic relevance of the LS PFR, i.e. it is important to verify that true kinetic data is being obtained.

One of the major conditions for observing good kinetic behaviour is to ensure the absence of various interphase limitations, such as external and internal mass transfer. To rule out potential external mass transfer limitations, the effect of linear velocity on catalytic activity needs to be determined. This involves preparing a range of catalyst columns of various lengths (diameter should be kept constant), and monitoring the catalytic activity observed at a fixed contact time, i.e. the flow rate should also be adjusted so that the overall contact time is kept constant. According to film theory, the liquid film around the catalyst particle becomes thinner as flow rate is increased, thus enhancing external mass transfer. As such, if external mass transfer is rate limiting then an increase in conversion will occur with increased flow rates. On the other hand, if conversion is independent of flow rate at a fixed contact time then the system is operating in the kinetic regime. As we recently reported (Figure 6A), maintaining a flow rate of at least 0.1 mL min⁻¹ was essential for good kinetic behaviour to be observed during the Meerwein-Pondorf-Verley transfer hydrogenation of cyclohexanone, catalysed by Sn-β. Depending on the results of this test, a minimum flow rate and mass charge of catalyst can be calculated.

![Figure 6. (Left) Effect of linear velocity, in terms of mL min⁻¹, on the conversion of cyclohexanone observed over Sn-β during MPV transfer hydrogenation. (Right) Illustration of how catalyst particle size influences catalytic performance. Figure 6 (left) reproduced with permission from reference 36.](image)

In addition to external mass transfer, one should also consider the impact of internal mass transfer. Although the small crystallite size of Lewis acidic silicates typically results in the absence of internal mass transfer limitations, they can become apparent for bigger catalyst particles where the diffusion path length is large. The simplest way of verifying the absence of internal mass transfer in a LS PFR is to measure the conversion observed for a given amount of catalytic material, under a given set of conditions, as a function of particle size. In the absence of internal mass transfer limitations, the observed conversion should be independent of particle size. However, where internal mass transfer is observed, conversion will decrease. A plot of conversion versus the inverse of particle size (1/dₚ) under otherwise identical conditions allows one to readily detect if two regimes are present (Figure 6, Right). This approach was employed by Aellig and co-workers to

\[ \text{LHSV} = \frac{\text{flow rate (feed solution)}}{\text{volume (catalyst)}} \times \text{hour}^{-1} \]
demonstrate the presence of internal mass transfer limitations during the liquid phase dehydration of fructose to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural, when the reaction was catalysed by larger particles of Amberlyst-15.37

Once the reaction conditions have been optimised to ensure the absence of interphase limitations, a final method of confirming kinetic relevance of a PFR is to obtain an Arrhenius plot by measuring catalytic activity over a range of contact times and temperatures in the PFR. If suitable kinetic behaviour is observed, the activation energy obtained in the PFR should match that obtained at the same temperature range in a batch reactor.36

Provided good kinetic behaviour in the PFR has been identified, time on stream analysis and true elucidation of catalyst stability can be performed. Some key considerations that must be adhered to, however, include the following;

1. The contact time should always be adjusted so that some of the rate limiting reactant is always present, i.e. conversion should always be below the maximum equilibrium level. This is to ensure that an ‘excess catalyst’ regime is avoided, and true deactivation can be monitored. In the presence of excess catalyst, a significant amount of deactivation could occur before the conversion of a system decreases below 100%. Such an approach is, however, regularly employed in industrial reactors in order to maximise the time between catalyst regenerations.38

2. When two different catalysts are being compared for long-term stability, the contact time in both tests should be adjusted so that the initial activity — in terms of conversion — is close to equal for each catalyst. This means both catalysts are tested at the same stage of the reaction profile, i.e. both catalysts are exposed to similar ratios of reactants and products. This is to ensure that particular product-induced deactivation events do not overly affect the more active catalyst under otherwise identical reaction conditions.

3. When comparing the stability of various catalysts, it is sometimes useful to compare activity not in terms of time on stream, but in terms of substrate turnovers (p, Equation 11). This is especially useful when comparing two catalysts of disparate activity, which convert a different amount of product per unit time, which is a more important measure of performance.

\[
p = \frac{n_{\text{reactant}} \text{per min}}{n_{\text{moles active centre}}} \cdot \Sigma_{t} \tag{11}\]

3. Identifying and overcoming particular deactivation phenomena

Once suitable time on stream testing can proceed, one can start to assess the stability of particular heterogeneous catalysts, and critically gain an insight into why deactivation inevitably occurs.

3.1 Overview of catalyst deactivation processes. Several processes can lead to the deactivation of heterogeneous catalysts. Such processes can be grouped into two major categories: reversible and irreversible.21 In the first instance, the cause of deactivation is not permanent, and downstream processing of the catalyst by particular methods can restore full, or substantial, levels of activity. Although reversible, the length of time a catalyst may operate without requiring regeneration remains a critical parameter, as regeneration leads to unwanted reactor downtime, a corresponding decrease in space-time-yield, and can significantly impact the specific design of the catalytic reactor.38 On the other hand, irreversible deactivation is by definition permanent, and results in loss or destruction of the catalytic material. Some common processes known to lead to catalyst deactivation in conventional i.e. GS operation, include; poisoning by particular reactant/product/by-product species; fouling through the accumulation of reaction residue; active site reorganisation, either through sintering or gradual/catastrophic restructuring under the reaction conditions; thermal dissolution of the catalyst; and mechanical and thermal attrition of the catalyst powder under the harsh processing conditions.21

In addition to these factors – which can also occur during LS catalytic transformations – two further issues can impact the stability of a heterogeneous catalysts in a liquid medium; Leaching i.e. extraction, of the active phase from the solid catalyst into the reaction medium, and hydrothermal dissolution of the catalyst through processing in the reaction solvent.39 In addition to minimising the scalability of a process, leaching in particular can also lead to severe environmental implications in the form of toxic metal contamination, leading to unwanted and economically undesirable downstream processing requirements.

Needless to say, developing materials that are resistant to permanent deactivation is essential for the sustainability and scalability of a catalytic process. Identifying the cause(s) of deactivation, and devising strategies to minimise (or avoid) its impact, are therefore critical areas of catalysis research.

In the following sections, we describe the nature of catalyst deactivation in each of these categories, describe some of the experimental methods by which their presence can be identified, and highlight some of the emerging methodologies by which these deactivation events can be avoided or minimised. As illustrated in Figure 7, we will discuss the following causes of deactivation; (1) fouling, (2) poisoning, (3) active site reorganisation, (4) leaching, and (5) hydrothermal dissolution. It is important to add, however, that catalyst deactivation may not related to a single event or mechanism, and in many cases several particular deactivation process contribute to a global loss in activity.
3.2 Fouling. Fouling is a generic term describing the deposition of carbonaceous residue onto the surface of, or within the pores of, a heterogeneous catalyst. The deposition of which subsequently blocks access of the reactants to the catalytic active sites. Observed in both gas phase and liquid phase processes, fouling is a challenge faced by all heterogeneous catalysts. Typically, fouling is related to the deposition of high molecular weight, polymeric carbonaceous species. Generally categorised as “coke”, the precise nature of the carbonaceous residue responsible for fouling varies widely, and intimately depends on the nature of the reaction undergoing study, the chosen reaction conditions, the identity of the catalytic material, along with the nature of the feed solution.

Although the generation of such species can be catalytic i.e. in addition to catalysing the main catalytic reaction, active sites on the heterogeneous catalyst also catalyse further polymerisation of a particular reaction (by-)product, the formation of such polymeric species does not necessarily relate to the catalytic chemistry undergoing study. The presence of poorly soluble components of the feed solution, e.g. the presence of humins in saccharide solutions during biomass upgrading, or the autogenic decomposition of the feedstock, e.g. the caramellisation of aldoses and ketoses, can also lead to fouling. As such, fouling can arise from (1) heavy components already present in the feed; (2) reactant components poorly soluble in the chosen solvent or (3) particularly unstable (by-)products produced in the presence of the catalyst.

The formation of such carbonaceous residue can lead to deactivation of a catalytic process through several types of mechanisms, including (1) chemical deactivation of the active site through poisoning, (2) physical plugging of the reactor channels, or more commonly (3) blocking the access of reactants to the active sites, either by encapsulation of the active site (particularly problematic for supported metal nanoparticles) or pore blocking. For Lewis acidic silicates and analogous microporous materials, the distribution of active sites throughout the microporous architecture makes them extremely susceptible to increased rates of deactivation through pore blocking. Kinetically, fouling can result in either a gradual or catastrophic decrease in catalytic activity, depending on the mechanism of carbonaceous residue formation and the nature of the active sites of the catalyst. Accordingly, spectroscopic characterisation of the catalytic material prior to, and following, continuous operation represents the best way of identifying fouling.

Given that fouling relates to the formation of carbonaceous residue trapped within the bulk, or on the surface of, the heterogeneous catalyst, thermogravimetric methods e.g. TGA, and hyphenated analogues thereof (TGA-MS, TGA-IR), represent one of the simplest forms of identification. Depending on the nature of the particular carbonaceous residue, the precise desorption temperature can vary substantially. Higher molecular weight fragments, such as humins, are generally characterized by an exothermal desorption at relatively high (> 250 °C) temperatures. In contrast, smaller molecular weight fragments may be observed at milder temperatures. For example, Koehle et al. demonstrated that during the reductive valorization of furfural over Sn-, Zr- and Hf-cotaining zeolite Beta, the major cause of fouling was the retention and subsequent polymerization of furfuryl alcohol. In this case, retention of furfuryl alcohol within the pores was identified through a characteristic desorption at 390 K. However, higher molecular weight oligomers from furfuryl alcohol were also observed at of ± 800 K (Figure 8). It is notable that CHN analysis, and characterization of the post-catalytic material by Raman spectroscopy, can also provide complementary, information as to the presence of carbonaceous residue. Although fouled species may be insoluble under the particular reaction conditions, they may prove to be soluble in different solvents. Accordingly, product extraction methodologies (discussed in detail in 3.3) may also be of use.

For Lewis acidic silicates, porosimetric measurements of the used catalytic material also represent a valuable method of confirming fouling during extended operation. Although large decreases in specific surface area may not be observed, detailed measurement of the micropore volume prior to, and following, catalysis can lead to immediate identification of fouling. For example, our group identified that the micropore volume of Sn-β decreased from 0.23 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ to 0.11 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ after 550 h on stream during the MPV transfer hydrogenation of various carbonyl compounds such as cyclohexanone (Figures 9-10).

![Figure 7. Overview to the type of deactivation events experienced by heterogeneous catalysts during liquid phase operation, along with methods of detection.](image)

![Figure 8. TGA measurements of Zr-, Hf- and Sn-β following the liquid phase reductive valorisation of furfural. Reproduced with permission from reference 43.](image)
Fouling is typically non-permanent in nature, and the carbonaceous residue formed can typically be removed during a subsequent heat-treatment. For example, we demonstrated that the catalytic activity of Sn-β could be fully restored after 550 h on stream by heat treatment in air at 550 °C (Figure 10). However, it should be emphasised that regeneration protocols lead to unwanted downtime and lead to a corresponding decrease in space-time-yield.\(^{38}\) Moreover, they may directly impact the design of the catalytic reactor, by requiring provision for high temperature heating that is evidently not required during liquid phase operation, or the ability to recycle large amounts of catalytic material. Additionally, certain catalysts such as metal nanoparticle-based catalysts, may undergo extensive sintering at the temperatures required for carbonaceous residue removal, and carbon-based materials are evidently unsuitable for high temperature thermal treatment under such conditions.\(^{34}\) Accordingly, methods of minimizing fouling during continuous operation, and the development of novel regeneration methods, such as washing and low temperature heat treatments (see section 4), are extremely important areas of research.

Pre-treatment of the reactant feed is one method of mitigating fouling. Removal of the heavy components, or use of a more suitable (co-)solvent to ensure their solubility, can readily result in minimized fouling.\(^{40}\) Moreover, where fouling is related to the polymerization of particular feed components, further dilution of the feed may also alleviate fouling by minimizing self-polymerization. However, excessive dilution of the feed may not be desired from an economic perspective, as it rapidly increases the cost of separation, and negatively impacts space-time-yield.

Modification to the reaction conditions can also lead to a significant decrease in fouling. For example, we recently demonstrated that increasing the reaction temperature from 100-140 °C aided desorption of the target reaction products during MPV transfer hydrogenation (the corresponding alcohols), thus decreasing their retention – and subsequent polymerization – within the structure of Lewis acidic zeolites. In addition to increasing product desorption and minimising fouling, the increase in temperature also led to a three-fold increase in productivity on a space-time-yield basis. Accordingly, deactivation as a function of turnover number (Figure 11B) was substantially minimized.\(^{36}\)

In addition to tailoring the reaction conditions, it may also be possible to tailor the catalytic material itself to minimize fouling. For example, for microporous materials such as Lewis acidic zeolites, one possible mitigation strategy is to modify the overall porous architecture of the material in order to improve the rates of diffusion of particular reaction products prone to fouling. In recent years, several approaches have been followed, such as the synthesis of extra-large pore zeolites, the development of ordered mesoporous materials (e.g. MCM-41) and related composites, (3) the preparation of nano-sized zeolite particles, characterized by shorter diffusion path lengths, (4) the development of 2D materials zeolites and (5) the generation of hierarchical zeolites.\(^{46-52}\) Although several of these approaches have been followed for Lewis acidic zeolites, few studies have focused upon continuous operation with such materials.

We recently demonstrated conversion of a β zeolite framework to a hierarchical structure through treatment in dilute NaOH (0.2 M, 45 °C, 30 mins) readily improved continuous performance.\(^{53}\) Hierarchical frameworks possess both microporosity and mesoporosity, but retain the crystalline framework structure and the active site speciation. Indeed, caustic treatment of the β zeolite lead to a five-fold increase in the mesoporous volume of the material (\(V_{\text{meso}} > 0.5 \text{ cm}^3 \text{ g}^{-1}\)) without excessive destruction of the microporous structure, as evidenced by powder XRD measurements. Pores of approximately 8 nm were also observed by porosimetric measurements (Figure 12) and TEM. Thus, whilst intrinsic kinetic behaviour in terms of specific site activity, i.e. TOF, was largely unaffected, catalyst stability improved substantially. Over a period of 700 h on stream, the hierarchical Sn-β was found to lose only ± 20 % of its maximal performance. In
contrast, microporous Sn-$\beta$ was found to deactivate rapidly under the chosen conditions, losing > 60% of its activity in a period of less than 200 h. In addition to minimising fouling, the hierarchical material was also able to catalyse the conversion of molecules too bulky to fit within the standard framework, thus improving the general applicability of the catalyst.

![Figure 12. Relative performance of microporous (triangles) and hierarchical (circles) Sn-$\beta$ during continuous MPV transfer hydrogenation 100 °C. Adapted with permission from reference 53.](image)

A major challenge in this area, however, is obtaining improved porosity without overly affecting the performance of the intrinsic active site in terms of TOF. For example, the intrinsic activity of Lewis acidic heteroatoms is reportedly lower when they are hosted in a more accessible, delaminated structures, as opposed to a conventional 3D frameworks.\textsuperscript{54,55} Furthermore, whilst caustic treatment of is a useful method of generating mesopores, it can reduce the quantity of active metal per gram of catalyst if performed after inclusion of the active component, hence compromising metal loading and consequently space-time-yield. As such, post-synthetic zeolite functionalisation strategies hold particular promise. In these circumstances, functionalisation of a pre-modified, hierarchical zeolite structure to include the active sites at the latest stage of synthesis is followed. Two key examples include alkaline-assisted metallation,\textsuperscript{56} and the solid state incorporation of Lewis acidic heteroatoms into dealuminated zeolites.\textsuperscript{57} In both of these cases, introduction of the active component is achieved following structural modification of the zeolite, and active site performance (in terms of TOF) is not overly compromised. Moreover, positive enrichment of the zeolite with active sites on the external edges of the crystallites may be observed, leading to improved reactant/active site interactions, and no decrease in active site concentration is observed. A schematic of the solid state stannation of hierarchical Sn-$\beta$ is provided (Figure 13).

![Figure 13. Post-synthetic procedure for the synthesis of hierarchical Sn-$\beta$, where active site incorporation is achieved at the final stage of synthesis. Adapted with permission from reference 53.](image)

3.3 Poisoning. Poisoning is the deactivation of a heterogeneous catalyst by strong adsorption of a particular component of the reaction system. Such poisons may be trace impurities in the feed, or may be a particular reaction (by-)product produced during the catalytic reaction. Although the precise mechanism of poisoning is dependent on the reaction undergoing study, the exact nature of the poison, the reaction conditions, and the active site speciation of the heterogeneous catalyst, it generally occurs through the strong cf. irreversible, chemisorption of the poison to the active site, minimising its ability to bind further reactant molecules. This can occur through physical or chemical processes. It is important to note that in addition to decreasing lifetime by progressively deactivating the catalyst, poisoning can also result in abrupt decreases in catalytic rates, and can therefore lead to decreased activity even during batch reactions. For this reason, intrinsic kinetic data should always be obtained at the initial stages of the reaction, to minimise the influence of product adsorption on the rate constants determined (Vide Supra).

The propensity for reaction species to act as a poison can be experimentally determined through intrinsic kinetic analysis. Comparison of the rate of reaction in the absence and presence of various contaminants can readily reveal how the rate of the catalytic reaction is modified by the presence of particular (by-)products or impurities. A key element of this kinetic study is that the initial, i.e. intrinsic, rate of reaction is monitored, so as to minimise the impact that species produced during the standard reaction can also make to the reaction rate. Typically, the inverse rate constant is plotted as a function of the amount of potential poison added, so that a susceptibility factor can be calculated. Our group recently used this approach to investigate how various (by-)products impacted the rate of Baeyer-Villiger oxidation over Sn-$\beta$. In this case, 6-hydroxyhexanoic acid (6-HHA), formed by hydrolysis of the primary lactone product (Figure 14), and water, formed through the use of H$_2$O as oxidant, were found to decrease the initial rate of activity by up to 50%, demonstrating their strong ability to act as poisons (Figure 15).\textsuperscript{58}

![Figure 14. Formation of caprolactone and 6-hydroxyhexanoic acid through BVO and hydrolysis.](image)
Extraction studies are also useful methods of identifying poisoning. In this case, treatment of the post reaction catalyst in various solvents, followed by $^1$H/$^{13}$C (or related) NMR or chromatographic analysis of the supernatant solution, allows one to identify the presence of certain retained species. Through this manner, Mannel et al. identified that the deactivation of Ru(OH)$_x$/Al$_2$O$_3$ during the continuous oxidation of benzyl alcohol in toluene occurs primarily through the formation of benzoic acid.$^{59}$ Indeed, the amount of benzoic acid removed from the catalyst post reaction upon treatment in aqueous NaOH correlated closely with the loss of activity (0.90 mol benzoate / mol Ru), strongly suggesting that one benzoate group binds to each Ru centre, resulting in deactivation of the metal site.$^{59}$

Depending on the source of the particular poison, i.e. whether the poison is feed-based or produced during the reaction, mitigation strategies differ widely. For feed-based poisons, pre-treatment of the reaction solution prior to catalysis may be essential.$^{62-65}$ For example, the removal of sulphur and analogous species from the feed is already widely followed in petrochemical processing, given the ability of such species to irreversibly poison metal-based catalysts. Similarly, the presence of particular solubilised cations e.g. Na$^+$, K$^+$, Ca$^{2+}$, can readily poison, or even remove Brønsted acid sites, through ion-exchange. In this case, pre-treatment of the feed with ion-exchange materials to remove such contaminants may be followed.$^{60,61}$ It is often overlooked that several liquid phase feedstock are also obtained through acid- or base-catalysed depolymerisation processes. The presence of such contaminants can easily deactivate particular acid-base catalysts. Accordingly, upstream neutralisation of the feed may be required.

Water can also act as a poison, particularly to Lewis acid catalysts. Indeed, deactivation through hydrolysis is a well-known limitation of several Lewis acid catalysts, including heterogeneous analogues.$^{66}$ For example, the intrinsic activity of Sn$j$ for the MPV transfer hydrogenation of cyclohexanone in 2-butanol decreased by more than 80 % following the addition of only 4 wt. % water to the feed.$^{67}$ Furthermore, its ability to catalyse the isomerisation of glucose to fructose decreases by two orders of magnitude when water is employed as reaction solvent instead of methanol.$^{68}$ In these cases, post-synthetic silylation of the zeolite material to increase its hydrophobicity,$^{59}$ or modification of the reaction solvent resulted in improved rates of activity. Theoretical studies also indicate that different Lewis acids, such as Zr$^{4+}$, may be more resistant to poisoning by water.$^{70}$ However, stability under continuous conditions was not evaluated in these previous studies.

Unfortunately, mitigation of catalytically produced poisons is far more challenging. Once particular (by-)products have been screened for poisoning ability, one may re-evaluate the performance of various catalysts to identify a candidate which possesses lower selectivity to the particularly undesirable compound(s). One may also consider putting particular additives into the reaction solution in order to minimise the production of a particular (by-)product. For example, Hammond et al. identified that the formation of trace amounts of benzoic acid was responsible for the deactivation of supported iridium oxide nanoparticles during the aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol.$^{71}$ In this case, the formation of benzoic acid occurred through radical based autoxidation. Accordingly, addition of trace amounts of a radical scavenger (2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol) to the reaction solution halted the production of benzoic acid, and diminished the poisoning events observed. Additives such as NaOH can also minimise poisoning – and potentially, leaching – induced by chelating agents such as free carboxylic acids in solution.$^{72,73}$

When the design of alternative catalytic materials possessing more suitable levels of selectivity is not possible, or the particular (by-product) responsible for deactivation cannot be scavenged or passivated, one can also mitigate poisoning by tuning the precise reaction conditions so that the production of the poison is minimised. For example, we recently identified that the major reason behind catalyst deactivation during the BVO of cyclohexanone over Sn$j$ was the formation of the by-product, 6-HHA.$^{58}$ Whilst catalyst- and process-optimisation studies demonstrated the hydrolysis reaction to be unavoidable i.e. the same active sites active for BVO were responsible for lactone hydrolysis, tuning the reaction conditions so that 6-HHA formation was less pronounced resulted in a more stable catalytic system. Indeed, operating the system so that reactant conversion was held below a conversion level of 60 % meant that levels of 6-HHA were kept below a yield of 25 % yield, at which point only a minor decrease in catalytic rate was observed. This resulted in a catalytic system displaying excellent levels of catalyst stability over a period of 200 h. During this time period, $>$5500 substrate turnovers were obtained, a factor of 15 higher than previously obtained in any recyclability studies in batch reactors for the same catalytic system.

The same study also highlights the importance of measuring selectivity as a function of conversion (Figure 16, Right). As was observed by the authors, the unavoidable hydrolysis of caprolactone to 6-HHA resulted in increasingly lower levels of lactone selectivity as conversion increased. Accordingly, comparing the selectivity of different catalysts at different levels of conversion could lead to erroneous conclusions being made. To overcome this, the authors always compared lactone...
selectivity against ketone conversion (Figure 16, Right), which is one of the few methods of truly assessing reaction selectivity. This comparison revealed that optimizing the reaction conditions could result in significant improvements in lactone selectivity at a particular level of conversion; indeed, lactone selectivity improved from 72 % to 84 % at 40 % ketone conversion by optimizing the quantity of oxidant and water in the reactor. Moreover, the same optimization methods improved the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-based selectivity (measured in terms of ketone converted / \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) converted \( \times 100 (\%) \)) by a factor of 2, substantially improving the sustainability and economics of the system.

**3.4 Active site reorganisation.** The reorganisation of active sites during catalysis typically leads to deactivation through a decreased number of active sites. This can occur through several distinct methods, including (1) restructuring leading to a decrease in the accessible surface area of the catalyst i.e. sintering, (2) complete loss of an active species through formation of a new, inactive species, or (3) loss of the active site through leaching. Such processes can be catastrophic e.g. restructuring into an inactive site or leaching, or they may subtler, such as the change in ligand environment modifying the activity and/or selectivity of an active site.

Reorganisation may be related to the catalytic reaction (a particular by-product or contaminant resulting in reorganisation of the active site), or may solely be due to the process conditions themselves i.e. (solvo)thermal modification of the active sites, with little influence from the reaction. Given that sintering is strongly temperature dependent, \(^{21}\) it may be anticipated that its effects are less severe for heterogeneous catalysts mediating liquid phase processes, given that such processes are characterised by milder conditions than gas-phase analogous. However, the presence of a solvent can markedly affect the stability, and hence reorganisation, of particular active sites. \(^{39}\) Indeed, this facet is one of the least known elements of heterogeneous catalysts operating in the liquid phase. Whilst active site reorganisation may be a precursor to leaching (see 3.5), these events may also be independent of one another.

Active site reorganisation can occur through several different methods depending on the composition of the catalyst. For example, reorganisation of isomorphously substituted heteroatoms within zeolite frameworks to (inactive) extra-framework oligomers, or even bulk oxide particles, is a process that can easily result in diminished levels of activity (Figure 17). Likewise, changes to the direct coordination sphere of the isomorphously substituted heteroatoms through hydrolysis or alkoxylation can also occur. Another type of reorganisation includes sintering of metal nanoparticles into larger agglomerates, characterised by decreased intrinsic activity and also a diminished accessible surface area.

Accordingly, determining the type and extent of active site reorganisation relies extensively on detailed characterisation of the active site prior to, and following, continuous operation. A variety of methods including Raman, UV-Vis and FTIR spectroscopy, Microscopy (TEM, STEM), X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), NMR ((DNP-))MAS-NMR) Thermal methods (TPDRO) and Mössbauer, can be utilised.\(^{74-80}\) For example, Lari \(et\ al.\) employed a combination of UV-Vis spectroscopy and DRIFT studies with \(^{d_1}\)-deuterated \(\text{CD}_3\text{CN} \) probe molecules, to determine the extent of reorganization of stannosilicate zeolites during the isomerization of dihydroxyacetone and xylose in water or methanol.\(^{81}\) Depending on the reaction undergoing study and the choice of catalyst, reorganisation occurred either through clustering of \(\text{Sn}^{IV} \) into extra-framework \(\text{SnO}_x\) species, or extensive reorganisation into bulk \(\text{SnO}_2\) on the external surface of the zeolite (Figure 17). Wang \(et\ al.\) also employed DRIFT studies with \(^{d_3}\)-deuterated \(\text{CD}_3\text{CN} \) probe
molecules in order to the deactivation of Hf-β zeolites for the aldol condensation of ethyl puryvate.

Our group recently employed a combination of X-ray Absorption spectroscopy (XANES, EXAFS) and 119Sn MAS NMR in order to probe the reorganisation of Sn-β during catalytic transfer hydrogenation in 2-butanol (Figure 18). In this case, extraction of isomorphously substituted SnIV was also observed. However, the extent of active site reorganisation was substantially less severe than observed by Lari et al. The disparate degrees of reorganisation demonstrate how the precise reaction conditions (solvent, temperature etc.) can strongly influence the rate and degree of reorganisation.

Subtle active site reorganization of Sn-β was also detected by Lewis et al. during the transfer hydrogenation of 5-hydroxymethyl furfural. There, ex reactor analysis of Sn-β by 119Sn MAS NMR was performed. In this case, the changes in active site speciation were subtler, and were attributed to changes in the coordination environment of the active site, in terms of ligands and geometry.

![Figure 18. X-ray Absorption spectroscopy analysis of Sn-β during continuous transfer hydrogenation catalysis in 2-butanol at 100 °C. Reproduced with permission from reference 36.](image)

For supported metal nanoparticles, the primary mode of reorganization involves sintering. Since available surface area is directly related to the particle size, such events drastically reduce the number of surface atoms available for reaction. Moreover, they may also reduce the ability of each metal site to perform the intrinsic reaction, particularly if there is a strong dependence of activity on particle size. Microscopic methods such as (S)TEM can readily demonstrate that active site reorganisation occurs. Restructuring of nanoparticles of AuPd has also been studied by combined EXAFS/DRIFTS and (pulse) chemisorption studies can also be used to readily identify sintering events. Where reorganisation is related to the oxidation or reduction of a particular phase, e.g., the formation of PdII during the reaction, techniques such as TPDRO, XRD and XPS can provide useful information. Information on the formation, or conversion of, particular metal oxides phases can also be detected through vibrational methods such as Raman and pXRD.

Depending on the nature of the catalyst and the extent of active site reorganization, methods of minimizing structural reorganization differ widely, although they can generally be placed into two broad categories; (1) catalyst design modifications, and (2) reaction environment modifications.

Where reorganization is related to the sintering or agglomeration, the metal loading of the catalyst can be lowered to increase site isolation. For example, we recently demonstrated that the formation of oligomeric SnOx phases in Sn-β is strongly related to the metal loading, with increased loadings above 5 wt. % Sn leading to substantial increases in agglomeration, as detected by XAS (Figure 19) and 119Sn MAS NMR spectroscopy. The formation of such phases was accompanied by a large decrease in TOF. Whilst lowering the active site concentration leads to unwanted decreases in catalyst productivity, a balance between activity and stability is required.

![Figure 19. X-ray Absorption spectroscopy analysis of Sn-β as a function of Sn loading. Increasing the Sn loading above 5 wt. % Sn results in an increase in Sn-Sn interactions due to the formation of extra-framework Sn species. Adapted with permission from reference 57.](image)

For zeolites and analogous porous frameworks, encapsulation of the same active site within a different framework can strongly impact activity and stability. Indeed, it is well known that different frameworks exhibit different degrees of stability, both in terms of resistance to hydrolysis/dissolution (see 3.6) and also in terms of active site reorganisation. For example, Lari et al. recently demonstrated that the reorganisation of isomorphously substituted SnIV atoms was significantly greater in Sn-MOR than Sn-MFI during continuous sugar isomerisation.

The sintering of metal nanoparticles is strongly dependent on (1) the choice of support, (2) the initial particle size, (3) the composition of the metal nanoparticle (monometallic or multimetallic, alloy or core-shell), (4) the method of deposition, and (5) the presence of particular stabilisers. These factors are widely discussed in several excellent reviews, and therefore will not be overemphasised here. However, changing the support material, employing a different preparation procedure, alloying the metal and modifying the preparation procedure can drastically improve resistance to sintering.

A key stage during catalyst synthesis is the final pre-treatment process, typically performed at elevated temperatures. Optimisation of this process can also result in the formation of more stable active site phases. Indeed, TiCl4-grafted silica was shown to be a more active and stable epoxidation catalyst when pre-treated at 450 °C instead of 250
Increased stability in this case was attributed to a greater interaction between the grafted Ti^{IV} centres and the silica support following the higher temperature treatment (Figure 20).

If the catalyst composition cannot be finely tuned to provide sufficiently stability, then analogous active sites of a different composition may also be considered. For example, Lewis et al. demonstrated through MAS NMR spectroscopy that for a given number of TON, Sn-β deactivates more gradually than its Hf-containing analogue during the transfer hydrogenation and etherification of 5-hydroxymethyl furfural. For a similar reaction (Figure 21), we also demonstrated that adding of a small amount of Brønsted acidity to a Sn-containing zeolite led to substantial improvements in stability of the transfer hydrogenation/etherification system. In this case of bifunctional Sn,Al-β, BMF selectivity was maintained above 70% even after 2300 turnovers, whereas the selectivity in the Sn-only system decreased to < 30% after only 900 turnovers (Figure 22).

Additional treatments of the heterogeneous catalyst can also be followed. Where active site reorganization is related to the interaction with a particular reaction product or solvent (Vide Infra), then treatment of the catalyst to minimize such interactions may be feasible. A key example of this is silylation. Overcoating of single layers of a suitable metal oxide, or carbon, onto the surface of a catalyst by Atomic Layer Deposition has also been found to improve active site stability. These improvements have been attributed to the preferential coating of the most undercoordinated, and hence most exposed, metal sites, which likely provide the most suitable initiators of sintering. However, such treatments may also coat the most active surface sites, leading to a compromise between activity and stability. This topic was recently reviewed by Heroguel et al.

These studies also highlight an important aspect that should always be remembered of heterogeneous catalysts, which is that a single active site or species is rarely present prior to catalysis, and especially during the catalytic reaction itself. Typically, a variety of sites and species are present, each of which may contribute differently to the overall performance of the catalyst, and which may (inter)convert into one another particularly under the reaction conditions. Accordingly, the characterisation of such materials, particularly during continuous operation, is highly challenging, and will benefit greatly from improvements in the area of in situ spectroscopy (see section 4 for further discussion).

3.5 Leaching. Leaching describes the solubilisation of particular components of the catalytic material into the reaction medium. A form of irreversible deactivation (in a continuous system the solubilised species are flushed out of the reactor), leaching can have significant consequences for a process; The presence of potentially toxic species in solution – particularly heavy metals – can damage the environmental feasibility of the process. Moreover, the loss of expensive catalytic elements, coupled with increased downstream processing requirements for recovery of the leached elements and decontamination of the effluent, can significantly damage the economic potential of a process. Accordingly, avoiding leaching is critical. Metal leaching, especially during liquid phase biomass upgrading, was recently reviewed by Sadaba et al., and consequently this specific element of catalyst deactivation will not be covered as extensively as the others in this review, although it is included briefly for completeness.

Leaching can be detected by analysis of the liquid phase of the reaction, the residual solid phase after reaction, or ideally, both. Elemental analysis methods, such as ICP-MS or AES are most suitable. The liquid phase of the reaction is typically sampled at reaction conditions, and subsequently analysed for the presence of the potential leached components. Sampling a reaction solution following a batch reaction at low temperature can be misleading, as re-deposition of the active element onto the solid can occur. However, such issues are not observed for
continuous experiments, as the leached species are continually washed away from the solid. Although elemental analysis techniques do provide high degrees of detectability and element specificity, it is critical to note that the precise detectability limit is technique, element and sample dependent. Moreover, for catalysts containing only a small weight percentage of active sites, even moderate amounts of leaching may not lead to sufficient concentration of the leached species in the effluent for detectability to be observed. For these reasons, hot filtration experiments, as outlined above (2.1) are essential to rule out the potential activity of leached metal species in batch systems.

To further determine potential leaching events, one can also verify the active site concentration of the fresh and used catalytic material with elemental analysis methods. To achieve this, the solid catalyst can either be digested in suitable media e.g. aqua regia or HF, and subsequently analysed by typical liquid phase methods as described above, or alternative elemental analysis methods capable of directly studying solid materials, such as XRF, EDX, or even XPS or UV-Vis spectroscopy, can be employed. Given that several of these alternative methods are only semi-quantitative at best, particularly if the material has a non-homogeneous distribution of active sites between surface and bulk, then digestion methods are always preferred, provided full digestion can be achieved. Indeed, poor methods of digestion e.g. incomplete dissolution of components of the material, can strongly influence the obtained results. Regardless of the approach employed, then leaching is often reported as a percentage of active site in solution as a function of the original metal loading.

Broadly speaking, leaching can also be considered a type of active site reorganisation (see 3.5). In the case of leaching, however, an immobilised phase of the solid becomes a new, soluble phase, which can subsequently be dissolved into the reaction media upon formation. Whilst the consequences of leaching can be far more severe, the strategies for the mitigation of active site reorganisation and leaching are actually very similar, since leaching is a consequence of poor active site stability. Accordingly, all the mitigation methods described in 3.4 can be explored. As these are described in depth above, they will not be repeated here.

Where only part of the active site is susceptible to leaching, then pre-leaching the unstable component by a pre-treatment in a suitable solvent medium may be performed. Although this still classifies as leaching, pre-leaching the unstable component under controlled conditions prior to catalysis minimises the opportunity for leaching to impact the overall catalytic process, contaminate downstream reactors and products, and may result in the leached species being recovered more readily.95

3.6 Hydrothermal dissolution. Deactivation through hydrothermal dissolution is related to the destruction or dissolution of the catalyst through interaction of the catalyst with the hot solvent. For Lewis acidic silicates, such dissolution may relate to loss of the crystalline structure and hence, total reorganisation of the active sites. For other heterogeneous catalysts, such dissolution may be related to the formation of new phases of a metal/metal oxide, or restructuring of the active sites e.g. sintering, upon treatment in the hot liquid medium. Such processes may be gradual or rapid, and may result in partial or total destruction of the catalyst.

Hydrothermal dissolution of the catalyst is best identified through spectroscopic characterisation of the catalytic material prior to, and following, continuous operation. For crystalline materials, powder XRD (pXRD) may provide suitable insight into hydrothermal dissolution of the catalyst. For example, we recently employed pXRD to demonstrate that amorphisation of Sn-β occurs during the aqueous phase isomerisation of glucose to fructose at 110 °C (Figure 23).36 However, it should be noted that pXRD alone may not be sufficient to detect partial amorphisation. Indeed, partial pore collapse may be more readily identified by micropore volume measurements (porosimetry), particularly after potential fouling has been remedied by regeneration. For example, Van der Vyver only detected partial degradation of Sn-β by performing detailed micropore volume measurements; Although such volumes decreased by ± 20 %, strongly indicating at least some structural degradation, no evident changes to the crystalline structure could be detected by pXRD.96

Modifying the reaction solvent, and choosing the optimal solvent both in terms of activity and stability, represents one of the major mitigation strategies. Indeed, the precise properties of the solvent can intimately impact both reversible (fouling) and irreversible (hydrothermal dissolution) causes of catalyst deactivation. For example, despite its reported water-tolerance, the stability of Sn-β during the isomerisation of glucose to fructose is substantially higher when methanol is employed as reaction solvent; In water, extensive and irreversible deactivation due to amorphisation of the zeolite was observed by pXRD and porosimetry (Figures 23-25).36 In contrast, performing the reaction in methanol leads to a shift in deactivation mechanism, with fouling being the primary reason for decreased in activity. Lari et al. also observed similar results whilst investigating the isomerisation of dihydroxycetone and xylene over Sn-MFI, Sn-MOR, Sn-BEA and Sn-FAU zeolites.81

![Figure 23. Loss of crystallinity exhibited by Sn-β during aqueous phase glucose isomerisation. The now-armosphous material (blue/bottom) is compared to a sample of the fresh catalyst (red/top) and a catalyst that performed the reaction in methanol solvent (green/middle). Reproduced with permission from reference 36.](image-url)
Even use of a co-solvent, whether miscible or immiscible, may also lead to increased catalyst stability. Indeed, Aellig and colleagues observed that an immiscible solvent mixture of water (20%) and methyl isobutyl ketone (80%) resulted in significant improvements in the stability of a bifunctional catalyst bed comprising of a physical mixture of Ga-containing USY and Amberlyst-36, during the catalytic isomerisation and dehydration of xylene.\(^{97}\) In this case, an immiscible Taylor flow of the two co-solvents proved more suitable than an aqueous solvent alone, and resulted in decreased metal leaching and increased stability of the catalyst. Reportedly, this improvement was due to the organic co-solvent minimising the negative interaction of water with the catalyst, which was responsible for deactivation. In addition, the co-solvent also resulted in improved levels of target product selectivity by extracting the relatively unstable reaction product, furfural, from the aqueous phase, preventing its subsequent hydrolysis.

Unfortunately, bio-renewable feedstocks are rarely available in the complete absence of water. Moreover, the most economically viable sugar feedstock is sugar syrup, which possesses a high content of water. Accordingly, in light of the negative role played by water in these systems, effort has also been undertaken to identify which matrices and frameworks offer greatest water tolerance. It has been observed hydrothermally-prepared Sn-\(\beta\) is more resistant to hydrolysis than post-synthetically prepared analogues, and thus exhibits more favourable stability properties when reactions are performed in the aqueous phase.\(^{98}\) Reportedly, this is due to the increased hydrophobicity of the defect-free framework, which is observed when the zeolite is crystallised in a fluoride media. However, even for such materials deactivation in an aqueous medium is still observed. In a similar approach, post-synthetic silylation of zeolites with organosilanes has also been attempted, in order to improve their hydrophobicity and consequently minimise the hydrolysis of their active centres.\(^{69}\)

Given the vast differences exhibited by different alumosilicate frameworks for hydrothermal dissolution, changing the overall framework composition to one more resistant to hydrolysis may also lead to significant improvements in activity and stability.\(^{99}\) Improved hydrothermal stability has also been achieved by overcoating with carbon\(^{100}\) (see 3.4), and it should be added that other classes of catalytic material may be less susceptible than Lewis acidic zeolites to degradation in the aqueous phase.

4. Conclusions, perspectives and pertaining challenges

Successfully commercialising a new catalytic process intimately depends on the development of novel heterogeneous catalysts possessing not only high levels of activity and selectivity, but also sufficient levels of stability. Consequently, studying and mitigating deactivation, especially for LS processes, is essential.

Several potential processes can intimately impact the stability of a catalytic material, and many of these events can act in parallel. However, promising breakthroughs with regards to elucidation of deactivation phenomena, and strategies for their mitigation, are being made. It should be stressed that whilst these methods may not be able to completely overcome catalyst deactivation i.e. some deactivation will always occur, if they are able to mitigate it for a sufficient period of time then a potential process may still become viable from an economic perspective to be performed.

With this in mind, several challenges remain to be tackled, and should form the basis of future research studies in this field. Firstly, it is readily apparent from the literature that most studies focused on catalyst deactivation do not probe the deactivation events deeply enough for sufficient stability information to be obtained. Accordingly, a major challenge in this area is for the stability studies, as performed in an academic environment, to be truly relatable to those required by the chemical industry. Thus, despite the usefulness of recyclability studies as a preliminary insight into catalyst stability, more emphasis needs to be placed on hot filtration experiments and/or complimentary leaching studies,\(^{101}\) and ideally, continuous technologies. In the literature, it is notable that “extended” time on stream studies are often performed for an inadequate amount of time, and/or low reactant flow rates are employed. Consequently, the TON or productivity values exhibited by the catalyst can often be the same, or in some cases, lower than is achieved during recyclability studies in batch reactors. As such, continuous stability studies should always be performed for a significant period of time to allow sufficient turnover and deactivation to occur. To aid this research, accelerated ageing methodologies can also be developed.

Secondly, whilst continuous methods are more suitable, they only become truly informative when paired with complimentary spectroscopic study. This review has demonstrated that coupling simple, laboratory based methods e.g. UV-Vis, Raman, XRD, porosimetry, with advanced
spectroscopic measurements, e.g. XAS, that a substantial amount of information concerning the nature of the deactivation events occurring during liquid phase operation. However, it should be remembered that the true active site of a catalyst only exists in the catalytic reactor, and hence pre- and post-reaction characterisation may not provide the best levels of insight as they may, in extreme cases, totally miss the real site of interest. For these reasons, efforts should also be focused upon the development of new reactor environments, or new spectroscopic methods, capable of probing solid catalysts in a liquid phase environment (in situ spectroscopy).

In fact, whilst the field of in situ spectroscopy has rapidly emerged over the last decade, most in situ methods have been optimised for the study of heterogeneous catalysts mediating gas-solid processes. Hence, catalysis researchers focused on liquid phase processing do not yet have access to suitable number tools for studying the active sites without potentially destroying them by removing them from the reactor, which seriously limits detailed spectroscopic study. It should be added that a major advantage of continuous reactors in a spectroscopic sense is that they operate under steady state conditions. As such, performance of the catalyst along the reactor axis is not just a function of time but also a function of its bed position. This allows one to monitor the catalytic system both by monitoring a fixed bed position whilst varying the reagent flow rates and thus the contact time (conventional method), or alternatively by maintaining reactant flow rates and varying the bed position monitored, i.e. by mapping the catalyst bed. The second approach can lead to improved levels of time resolution, can provide information on non-linear effects, and also allows one to readily examine the performance of the catalyst as a function of bed length, which is particularly important given that each catalyst particle along the reactor axis is exposed to a different ratio of reactants and products.

In addition to these overarching challenges, several smaller hurdles also require study. The first is the development of alternative regeneration protocols. Indeed, whilst typical regeneration methods rely on high-temperature treatment of a deactivated solid catalyst, such protocols have been optimised based on established GS processes, and may not be optimal for emerging heterogeneous catalysts, particularly if they possess thermally unstable components. Moreover, they also require a LS reactor to be drained, and have provision for high temperature heating. Potential alternatives include solvent washing and/or extraction, or milder temperature regenerations.

Additionally, it is clear that the design of hydrothermally stable materials is critical. Indeed, even if good active site stability can be achieved, dissolution of the support can still result in deactivation of a heterogeneous catalyst.

Whilst water may be unavoidable during biomass upgrading, it does not necessarily represent the ‘green’ solvent it is often portrayed as. Indeed, in addition to increasing rates of dissolution, leaching and deactivation, the remediation of toxic species and by-products from wastewater represents a costly and difficult challenge. Accordingly, the employment of alternative solvents should still be explored.

On a final, related note, we also briefly mention that utilisation of a heterogeneous catalyst on an industrial scale also requires intensification of the catalyst synthesis procedure. However, most studies to date have not truly addressed the issue of catalyst synthesis scalability, with catalyst preparation still being performed on the gram scale. Although not related to catalyst deactivation, it relates to the concept of scalability, and should also receive addition focus in the coming years.
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